Clients of Bahnson Environmental Specialties (BES) understand the critical nature of their products, so they appreciate our obsessive level of chamber design, construction, performance and reliability. Our 45-year reputation is built on component quality, tolerance integrity, and an approach to engineering that exceeds even the most rigid requirements. **Welcome to a Bahnson level of chamber precision.**

Projects that stump others, excite us. BES is known to approach difficult challenges with a confident energy grounded in expertise, real-world experience, and sheer engineering muscle. On the surface, our value is creating precise chambers to satisfy our clients’ ultra-demanding needs. In reality, BES is in the peace of mind business.
SUPERIOR BATTERIES DESERVE SUPERIOR CHAMBERS

➔ Superior air flow
➔ Ability to achieve and maintain less than 1% RH
➔ ZERO dust particles—and other contaminants
➔ Air-tight, leak-proof system
➔ True volumetric uniformity throughout the chamber
➔ Custom-designed for your specific application
➔ Fail-safe refrigeration and climate control
➔ 45 years of industry experience
➔ Complete turnkey solution
➔ Industry-leading service and support
➔ Expert installation, start-up, and training
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HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
4412 Tryon Road
Raleigh, North Carolina 27606
800.688.5859 • www.eschambers.com